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Pregnancy, Incarcerated: How Incarcerating Pregnant Women in the United States is Incompatible with Theories Justifying Punishment

Madeline Martin*

INTRODUCTION

What started with a suspended driver’s license soon turned into a post-traumatic stress inducing nightmare for expecting mother Jessica Preston. On March 15, 2016, Preston was driving in Macomb County, Michigan when she was pulled over because of a rosary hanging from and obstructing her rear-view mirror. Upon running her information, authorities arrested Preston because she was driving with a suspended license. The judge set her bond at an unpayable $10,000 and she was booked into Macomb County Jail that same day. After her booking, jail officials discovered Preston was nearly eight months pregnant and had a scheduled cesarean section for April 26, 2016. Preston attempted to explain that the pregnancy was deemed high-risk, but jail officials did not create a treatment plan for Preston for another two days.

Five days after being booked and while awaiting her pretrial hearing, Preston went into labor on March 20th, over a month earlier than her
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scheduled cesarean. While experiencing contractions between 7:30 am and 12:00 pm, Preston was shuttled between her own cell and a medical cell twice before the jail medical staff ultimately placed her in an uncleaned medical cell at 1:30 pm. Preston gave birth vaginally to her son on the floor of the cell surrounded by jail medical staff just over an hour later, and she remained in jail until May 28, 2016.

Less than two years later five states away, Diana Sanchez went into labor on July 31, 2018, in Colorado’s Denver County Jail. Sanchez was booked at eight months pregnant on July 14, 2018 for a probation violation for cashing a check with her sister’s name on it. Jail officials were aware of her advanced pregnancy as Sanchez was moved to a medical unit and informed guards multiple times when she began experiencing contractions.

Surveillance footage from inside Sanchez’s locked cell shows she began laboring alone. After knocking on the window of her cell and apparently speaking with someone on the other side of the glass, a small, folded absorbent pad – the same sort that pet owners often use for their dogs to urinate indoors – was slid underneath the crack of the cell door. This was the last interaction Sanchez had with any staff or medical personnel before the surveillance video shows Sanchez writhing in pain on the unfolded pad on a cot. At one point, a guard looked into the cell, as Sanchez was agonizing in pain, before he walked away. Only after Sanchez gave birth and the baby was completely delivered did someone enter the cell to examine the newborn.

For too many, Jessica Preston and Diana Sanchez are the pictures of what modern incarcerated pregnancy looks like. Both women filed lawsuits against the jails for violating their civil rights based on the treatment during their respective deliveries and the lack of adequate medical care, resulting
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in trauma suffered by both women in the form of flashbacks. For Preston, flashbacks have become so severe that she was subsequently diagnosed with PTSD. In addition to the alleged civil rights violations, could Preston and Sanchez seek recourse against jail staff or personnel individually for having negligently handled their deliveries while in custody?

According to both counties, jail staff’s handling of both births properly comported with policies to handle pregnant inmates giving birth. In Preston’s case, Macomb County Sheriff Anthony Wickersham explained that he was “one hundred percent” confident everything the jail medical staff did was “within procedures,” including checking Preston twice the morning she gave birth before returning her to her cell after not believing she was in labor. This was a decision that delayed the amount of time needed to get Preston to a hospital. Denver County Sheriff Department spokesperson Daria Serna expressed similar sentiments as Wickersham, explaining that after an internal review, jail deputies took “appropriate actions” and followed proper “protocol and policies” in handling Sanchez’s delivery.

It seems archaic that in this century, policies allowing pregnant women to deliver their children on concrete floors, completely alone, and without the supervision of medical staff still exist in the world, let alone in the United States. Macomb County Corporation counsel John Schapka summed up a potential rationale behind such policies, while speaking about Preston’s case, stating that “there is no constitutional right to be born in a hospital, or any collateral right to be born outside a jail.”

Be that as it may (indeed, nowhere in the Constitution did the framers explicitly mention birth location), the visceral images of mothers bringing infants into the world within the confines of their concrete imprisonment seem wholly inconsistent with our culture, values, and ideals. Is incarcerating pregnant women consistent with theories behind why we punish?

---
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Jessica Preston and Diana Sanchez merely scratch the surface of giving a face to the population of incarcerated pregnant women in the United States. This examination will begin by taking a closer look at who these women are at both the state and federal prison level, starting with a data-based breakdown of female incarceration trends. It will then turn to exploring the varied theories underlying punishment administered by the state before finally examining whether incarceration of pregnant women in the United States can be reconciled with these theories.

**Who is the state imprisoning? A statistical overview**

Those who are considered under correctional supervision within government jurisdiction constitutes a broad array of different situations, including probation, local jails, state prisons, and federal prisons. Correctional jurisdiction is far reaching, as prisoners under jurisdiction of federal or state officials can be held in either secure or non-secure facilities that can be privately or publicly funded. Unless indicated otherwise, the Bureau of Justice Statistics tabulates figures based on the total number of prisoners under federal or state jurisdiction, regardless of where the prisoner is actually held.

Overall, federal prison numbers are consistently less than the number of state prisoners. Recent figures from the end of 2017 reflect that the total number of both men and women incarcerated under federal jurisdiction was 183,058, while the total number of men and women incarcerated under state jurisdiction was 1,306,305. The number of women prisoners under federal and state jurisdiction trend similarly to these overall numbers, with a total of 11,272 women under federal jurisdiction and a total of 93,761 women under state jurisdiction in 2017.

---
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These totals reflect a continuing trend of a decrease in the overall prison population.30 Between 2007 and 2017, the total number of men and women under federal jurisdiction dropped 8.3%, and in the same time frame, the total number of men and women under state jurisdiction dropped 6.5%.31

While the percentages indicating a national decarceration trend seem promising, a closer look at the data reveals that male prisoner populations are benefitting from decarceration efforts disproportionately compared to females.32 Of the decreased federal and state prison rates between 2007-2017, 7.1% were men while only 2.6% were women.33 Thus, even though the total number of incarcerations decreased within the last decade, the bulk of the decrease has been in male populations.34

This disparity is more stark in, and primarily driven by, states (as opposed to people under federal jurisdiction).35 Despite the national overall decarceration trend, and taking into account that the total number of men incarcerated in state prison is vastly greater than the number of women, the rate at which women are incarcerated has grown immensely in recent decades.36 Between 1980 and 2017, the number of women incarcerated jumped over 750%, from 26,378 in 1980 to 225,060 in 2017.37 And since 1978, the women’s state prison populations more than doubled the pace of growth among men’s state prison populations.38

The differences in state-level trends of female imprisonment are vast and varied between states.39 At the state level, incarcerated women’s population numbers have fared worse than men since 2009 in 35 states.40 In other words, in some states between 2009-2015, women’s populations grew steadily while male populations declined.41 In other states, both men
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and women’s populations grew but women’s growth outpaced men’s population growth. And in other states still, trends have swung more in women’s favor as women’s populations are decarcerating at a faster rate than men. The data coming from each state is wildly different, paints a convoluted picture, and raises arguably more questions than answers. But such diverse results across the board suggest that policies at the state and local levels are playing a huge role and serve as a driving force behind women’s incarceration rates.

The type of offenses women are incarcerated for are also notable. According to a 2000 BJS report, women comprise only 14% of all violent offenders. And almost 75% percent of violent offenses committed by women were simple assaults, as opposed to sexual assaults, robberies, or aggravated assaults. For comparison, just over 50% of violent offenses committed by men are simple assaults. Moreover, most women held accountable for crimes classified as violent tend to fall on the least violent side of the spectrum. Instead, women are increasingly imprisoned for drug and non-violent offenses related to poverty. For example, in a span of ten years between 1986-1996, women arrested for drug offenses climbed 888%. These trends suggest that women as a whole pose a lower safety risk than men.

Data suggests that policies starting in the late 2000’s have trended towards overall decarceration, yet data also indicates an overall growth of women’s incarceration rates simultaneously. How can these positions be
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reconciled? Underlying the present criminal justice system is a design that was created for male prisoners, so one possible explanation may be found by analyzing the system trying to fit women prisoners into this male-centric mold, ultimately working against present decarceration efforts. 52 Criminologist Meda Chesney-Lind explains the underpinnings of this phenomenon, writing how “[1]ittle or no thought was given to the possibility of a female prisoner until she appeared at the door of the institution. It was as though crime and punishment existed in a world in which gender equaled male.” 53 With the implementation of zero-tolerance policies during the war on drugs era in the 1970s and 1980s, incarceration rates for both men and women skyrocketed. 54 Yet, in the wake of the civil rights and women’s rights movements, criminal justice facilities adopted gender-neutral policies. 55 While the theory behind adopting these gender-neutral polices may have been in an effort to increase parity in the criminal justice system, melding women into a male-designed penal model may in fact be the very thing hampering female decarceration. Thus, it is possible that viewing women’s incarceration as an “afterthought” has hindered overall decarceration efforts for the female population. 56

Mothers as Prisoners

As rates of women prisoners increased, the number of children with incarcerated mothers, predictably, increased as well. 57 Between 1991 and 2007, the number of minor children with a parent, mother or father, in state and federal prison increased from 945,600 to 1,706,600. 58 During this time frame, the number of children with a mother in prison increased more than twofold in a 131% increase, and the number of children with a father in prison rose 77%. 59 This faster rate of growth in the number of mothers in state and federal prison is consistent with the faster rate of growth in the
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number of incarcerated women overall.\textsuperscript{60} A 2000 Bureau of Justice Statistics (BJS) report reflected that women under any sort of supervision by criminal justice system agencies were mothers to an estimated 1.3 million minor children.\textsuperscript{61} According to a 2004 BJS report, the majority of prisoner’s with children reported having a minor child under the age of 18.\textsuperscript{62} Over a third of those minor children would reach the age of maturity (18) before their parent would be released from prison.\textsuperscript{63}

Approximately 70\% of women under correctional supervision have minor children under the age of 18: 72\% of women on probation, 70\% of women held in local jails, 65\% of women in state prisons, and 59\% of women in federal prisons.\textsuperscript{64} Women on probation reported having the fewest minor children, with an average of 2.07, while women in state prison reported the highest for an average of 2.38 minor children.\textsuperscript{65} Women are also disproportionately represented in local jails even after being convicted,\textsuperscript{66} and some estimates range as high as 80\% of women in local jails are mothers.\textsuperscript{67}

\textit{Expectant Mothers as Prisoners}

Despite the plethora of incarceration statistics and data, similar data is less prevalent for women who are incarcerated while pregnant. The federal government does not require data collection on pregnancy and childbirth for female inmates, and the data that is available from U.S. federal agencies is scant and out of date.\textsuperscript{68} A 2000 BJS report from 2000 reflected that 6\%
and 5% of women admitted into local jails and state prisons, respectively, were pregnant at the time of admission. Further, 3% and 4% of women who were admitted into local jails and state prisons, respectively, received prenatal care at some point since their admission. A 2004 BJS report reflected even smaller numbers, finding that 3% of women in federal prisons and 4% of women in state prisons were pregnant at intake. But historically, these numbers have not been tracked even though most incarcerated women in America are of reproductive age. In fact, until a groundbreaking Johns Hopkins Medicine study was conducted between 2016-2017, the 2000 and 2004 BJS reports were the only official data on pregnancy information and prevalence in U.S. prisons.

Johns Hopkins’ study was conducted across 22 state and federal prisons comprising 57% of all imprisoned women in the United States for twelve months between 2016 and 2017. Overall, the results of the study were positive. The study found that 1,396 women were pregnant at intake. Of the 819 pregnancies that ended while the women were in custody during the course of the study, a total of 753, or over 90%, of these pregnancies ended in live births. Further, there were no maternal deaths. Only 6% of the live births were preterm, a figure that is interestingly 4% lower than general population percentage of live births at 10%. The percentage of births delivered by cesarean section while in custody was marginally more consistent with the percentage of cesarean births in the general population, at 30% and 31.9%, respectively.

Given the variables at play, including differences in reproductive healthcare pre-incarceration and between individual prisons and prison systems, these percentage discrepancies are difficult to account for, and results varied widely by state. Additionally, researchers cautioned against drawing sweeping conclusions from some of these figures and acknowledged that the study had limitations. For instance, how far along

---
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women were in their pregnancies at intake and variance in prison living conditions were not assessed in the study.\textsuperscript{79} Three large prison systems declined participation as well, so the numbers reflected by the study are, statistically, much lower than the actual number of pregnant women incarcerated.\textsuperscript{80} Further, this purely statistical analysis did not include interviews or correspondence with incarcerated pregnant women to gain insight into individual treatment and experiences of the women.\textsuperscript{81} Nevertheless, the data provides a useful look into a previously unstudied population, and it shows that pregnancy behind bars does indeed exist.

\textit{Policies for pregnant mothers who are imprisoned}

Healthcare as a general right for prisoners is a relatively modern concept, with the Supreme Court not holding until 1976 that “deliberate indifference” to a prisoner’s serious medical needs constitutes the “unnecessary and wanton infliction of pain” prohibited by the Eighth Amendment.\textsuperscript{82} Indeed, even over forty years later, there are no mandatory standards of care for pregnant women incarcerated in the United States.\textsuperscript{83} The Federal Bureau of Prisons’ governing policy simply states that, “[t]he Warden shall ensure that each pregnant inmate is provided medical, case management, and counseling services” and “[m]edical staff shall arrange for the childbirth to take place at a hospital outside the institution.”\textsuperscript{84} Yet these lone rules in the Code of Federal Regulations are wide open for interpretation and allow for exercising broad discretion between federal and state prison systems and within and amongst individual state prisons and jails. Because there are no universal standardized guidelines, states vary widely on their policies that govern the care of pregnant inmates.\textsuperscript{85} And while organizations such as the National Commission on Correctional Health Care and the American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists
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have created minimum standards for pregnancy-related care in correctional facilities, these guidelines are strictly optional.\footnote{86} For example, one such policy rife with debate in recent years that warrants a closer examination is the use of restraints on pregnant women in jails and prisons.\footnote{87} Commonly known as “shackling,” the practice involves applying restraints to physically restrict or control a prisoner’s movement.\footnote{88} Restraints can be applied in different ways and combinations, including iron chains around the ankles, a belly-chain around the abdomen, handcuffs around the wrists in front of the body or behind the back, or even connecting one prisoner to another.\footnote{89}

All inmates, male or female, are shackled to some degree when transported out of a correctional facility for a court appearance or hospital visit because of the inherent flight risk posed by removing them from the secure facility.\footnote{90} However, the use of such chains for pregnant incarcerated women has been condemned widely by mothers and activist groups such as the American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists, the American Medical Association, the American Psychological Association, and the American Civil Liberties Union, among others.\footnote{91} Such groups argue that the practice is unnecessary, inhumane, and logically unwarranted in the context of pregnancy to prevent absconding.\footnote{92}

More importantly, shackling poses significant danger and health risks to expecting mothers and their baby.\footnote{93} Pregnant women are at higher risk of falling due to loss of balance, and shackling exacerbates this risk by
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further compromising a woman’s balance and preventing a woman from bracing herself during a fall.94 Shackling also poses serious health risks if a doctor cannot adequately perform an exam or take necessary actions, and it can hinder emergency procedures if required.95 Further, shackles prevent a pregnant woman from shifting positions during labor or childbirth.96 Not only can this cause pain and discomfort but also serious and sometimes long-lasting physical and mental maladies.97

The growing international and national debates surrounding the shackling of pregnant inmates have sparked recent policy changes. In 2010, the United Nations (U.N.) adopted what are known as the Bangkok Rules, outlining guidelines for the treatment of female prisoners and for non-custodial measures for women offenders.98 The U.N. took a strong stance against custodial measures for pregnant incarcerated women, emphasizing that “when sentencing or deciding on pretrial measures for a pregnant woman . . . non-custodial measures should be preferred where possible and appropriate...”99 Moreover, the U.N. explicitly banned using shackles or restraints in Rule 24, stating that “[i]nstruments of restraint shall never be used on women during labour, during birth and immediately after birth.”100

Some states have been in lockstep with and even ahead of these international guidelines. In 1999, Illinois became the first state to ban the practice for women in labor or in transport to a hospital to deliver a child, followed by California adopting a similar policy in 2005.101 Other states soon followed suit and adopted their own policies, and according to a 2017 report by the American Psychological Association, 30 states had some policy or initiative to provide some level of protections against the use of restraints on incarcerated pregnant women.102 Finally, the Bureau of
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Prisons ended shackling pregnant inmates as a routine in all federal correctional facilities in 2008.103 Yet despite the international and national movements and bans against shackling, the practice still persists in state correctional facilities today. Not all states have adopted policies banning the practice, and the states that have some sort of policy vary widely from one another.104 Unfortunately, even in states that do ban the practice, shackling still often occurs. Despite the federal ban, state correctional facilities are free to adopt their own policies, and pregnant women are shackled often based on the mercy of whatever guard is with them.105 Shackling is a gruesome, visceral example of inconsistencies in law and policy affecting thousands of pregnant incarcerated women at state and federal level.

Punishment – An Overview of Modern Justifications

There are inconsistencies facing pregnant prisoners at nearly every turn, from numbers of pregnant women incarcerated to varying policies regarding the treatment and care of pregnant prisoners. Could there be inconsistencies in the reasonings behind why these women are imprisoned in the first place? And is incarcerating pregnant women consistent with justifications for legal punishment in the United States?

Noli me tangere – The Evolution of Modern Punishment

Before analyzing different punishment models, it is worth exploring a brief historical overview for background and context that gave rise to more modern theories beginning around the late eighteenth-century Enlightenment period in Europe. Prior to such reform movements, punishment administered by the state mostly included torture, public

104. Mothers Behind Bars, supra note 103, at 17 (A study rated state correctional facilities on their shackling policies using the categories “No restraints any time,” “Handcuffs during transportation OR after delivery,” “Handcuffs during transportation AND after delivery,” and “No limits when restraints are used, or leg irons and waist chains are allowed, or no policy,” and it found that state policies existed in every category).
105. Yearwood, supra note 68; Mastony, supra note 55.
humiliation and spectacle, or public execution.\textsuperscript{106} Progressing into a more modern era, the role of God’s judgment in delivering the sentence and the sovereign appointing magistrates to the role of all-powerful inquisitor began to fade.\textsuperscript{107} As society evolved during the Enlightenment, a legitimate limit to the state’s power to punish began to emerge for the first time.\textsuperscript{108}

French philosopher and famed social theorist Michel Foucault uses the Latin phrase \textit{noli me tangere} – “touch me not” – to illustrate this shift in conceptualizing punishment and the revolution from physical torture and inquisitions to the idea of \textit{humane} punishment.\textsuperscript{109} The sovereign was becoming increasingly powerless, no longer blindly equipped with divine right from God to inflict corporeal torture on his citizens.

Societal changes, particularly economic, during the same time this paradigm shift was gaining traction complicated but helped develop reformers’ movements. Economic changes in society began to shift the nature of criminality.\textsuperscript{110} Crime became less violent as economic growth, demographic expansion, and the rise of the new bourgeois classes contributed to increased property crimes such as theft and fraud.\textsuperscript{111} Reciprocally, punishment became incrementally less severe, albeit at a much slower rate than the proliferation of new crime, and the pardon or show of mercy became less frequent as it became seen as less necessary with the implementation of less severe punishments.\textsuperscript{112}

With increasing economic offenses, penal controls and interventions correspondingly grew in number. Such intolerance for these growing offenses also led to premature interventions, which in turn contributed to imbalances of power on both sides.\textsuperscript{113} Powerful prosecution measures against the completely non-equipped accused were sometimes overcorrected by judges with broad discretion.\textsuperscript{114} This “dysfunction” of power was growing, with increasing loopholes, imbalances of power between judges and barristers, and unequal application.\textsuperscript{115} Yet at its core, the principle goal of the reform movement was to streamline power to make punishment distribution more even and thus, equitable for each individual comprising the society.\textsuperscript{116}
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New goals to satisfy this strategy took hold, including a chief objective of making punishment more regular in order to function “coextensive[ly]” with society. Punishing better became the goal, with the severity of punishment reduced for the purpose of more universality. This was essential to drive the power to punish deeper into the social conscious.\textsuperscript{117} Concurrently with the rise in property crimes proliferating at booming ports, flourishing workshops, and with new modes of investment, criminality continued expanding.\textsuperscript{118}

Legislation began to emerge to properly define illicit criminal practices and to assure punishment, though inconsistencies still had not yielded consistent nor proportional punishments to the offenses.\textsuperscript{119} While revolutionary at the time, this idea of crimes set forth by legislative statute is a fundamental tenant of our justice system today, and it was prescient of what is modernly known as “principle of legality.” This principle requires that all crime and any punishment stemming from its commission must have been previously defined by statute.\textsuperscript{120} In other words, there must be a law passed by the legislature criminalizing a behavior before someone can be convicted of that crime, and a law passed afterwards cannot be retroactively applied against an individual. The clear codification of crimes during this early reform period helps explain how widespread punishment became not only accepted, but expected, leading to a general consensus of the state’s power to punish.\textsuperscript{121}

These foundational ideas help explain the modern acceptance of our carceral state.

Theories of Punishment – Retributivism Versus Utilitarianism

Embedded within the reform movement of the eighteenth century and continuing into our penal system today are different rationales, or justifications, for the state’s ability to inflict punishment upon its citizens. Though many different nuances of these theories exist, most fall within two broad categories: retributivism and utilitarianism.\textsuperscript{122} A primary distinction between these two theories is where the power to punish comes from. For retributivists, punishment is purely intrinsic, whereas utilitarianists
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conceptualize punishment as an extrinsic means to an end. Both theories endorse proportionality as an essential component of punishment, meaning that the punishment should fit the crime.

Retributivist Models of Punishment

For a retributivist, punishment is intrinsically justified in and of itself because the offender deserves it. The offender is morally culpable because of her conduct, and this moral culpability itself is enough on its own to justify the punishment. In other words, moral desert is a necessary condition of punishment. Under this theory, when an offender breaks the law and commits a crime, she disrupts society’s moral equilibrium. By inflicting punishment upon the offender, that equilibrium is restored. A criminal receives an advantage in society by breaking the law, and punishment removes that advantage by employing some burden on her.

Like utilitarianism, retributivism endorses proportionality. The punishment should be appropriate given the harm caused by the particular offense, and it should take into consideration the offender’s level of culpability. Retributivism is backwards looking in this sense, and focused on weighing the harm of the crime itself and how culpable the offender was in its commission to determine the appropriate level of punishment.

Scholars make distinctions between positive retributivism and negative retributivism. The positive retributivism account resembles the more classic idea of a punishment being intrinsically justified because the offender is receiving her just deserts. Under positive retributivism, deservedness is the reason for the administration and affirmative application of punishment. Negative retributivism, on the other hand, is a reframing of this idea, holding that punishment should only be administered upon those who deserve it. Negative retributivism thus serves as a constraint or limit on punishment rather than as justification for
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Retributivist justifications are mostly inconsistent with incarceration as punishment for pregnant women

Applying a retributive account of punishment towards a pregnant woman presents unique challenges. On one hand, when a pregnant woman commits a crime, under a retributivist account she harms society and disrupts the moral equilibrium. Thus, applying punishment of some sort to her would be justified as a means for restoring that equilibrium. However, the very state of the female offender being pregnant seems to necessitate having an effect on determining the level of punishment. Punishment against the mother may be justified to restore the societal disruption, but only insofar as the punishment does not extend into affecting the gestation. Under retributivism, the offender’s pregnancy seems to suggest that any punishment meant to restore the equilibrium must be restricted to the mother herself, and not her unborn child. It is difficult to conceive of some crime committed that would warrant extension of the punishment to the unborn child while maintaining proportionality.

In the United States, punishment is administered through the carceral system and often indeed results in incarceration. Retributivist thoughts on just deserts proportional to the offense are embedded in variable sentencing for different crimes, depending on the offense. A pregnant offender could be sentenced according to sentencing schedules for her particular crime, which seems to fit with the account of positive retributivism. If serving her sentence had no effect on the gestation, then theoretically the punishment could be justified under retributivism.

However, under the current state of imprisonment in the United States, this is simply not the case; without policies for minimum standards of care for pregnant inmates across state prisons, women’s pregnancies can be affected by being incarcerated in jails and prisons. While the Johns Hopkins study found that there were similar rates of preterm births and no mother mortalities, the study is limited in its scope by not having full state participation and by not accounting for any jails, where the majority of incarcerated women are held. Policies like shackling still exist, which
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pose unique risks for pregnant inmates as opposed to other inmates who are shackled, resulting in a heightened level of punishment exerted on the pregnant inmate as compared to other inmates.

Negative retributivism may present a solution to reconciling incarcerating pregnant women with a retributivist theory of punishment. By serving as a limit on punishment, applying a negative retributivism view would allow the offender’s pregnancy to be taken into account when deciding whether the proposed punishment was appropriate or deserved. Yet, pregnancy is often overlooked by judges when sentencing. Until retributivism as a limiting principle is entertained, the present state of incarcerating pregnant women is unjustifiable by retributivism – it goes beyond restoring the equilibrium disrupted by the crime committed by affecting the pregnancy despite the unborn child not being served by the unfair advantage gained by his mother in breaking the law.

**Utilitarianism Models of Punishment**

Utilitarianism as broad category encompasses numerous theories of punishment. What all utilitarian models have in common is the ultimate goal of maximizing the greatest happiness, or at least minimizing harm, for the greatest number of people. In the context of punishment, utilitarianism argues for crime reduction as the primary means of serving this ultimate goal. Crime is defined only as what is harmful. Therefore, by reducing crime, the state is reducing the harms that crime causes to society. By removing harms in society, the total happiness in society will increase. Punishment is therefore an extrinsic means to an end under utilitarian models, with crime reduction as the means to achieve the ultimate end of total happiness. With this foundation, different utilitarian flavored justifications for punishment have sprouted.

One utilitarian justification for punishment is deterrence. The broad goal of this theory is to prevent future criminal conduct by administering punishment. Two methods exist as a way to achieve this: general and specific deterrence. General deterrence justifies punishment as communicating a message to society. By punishing an individual for certain conduct, a message is sent to everyone else in society to not engage in that conduct or else they will suffer the same consequences. Finding the
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appropriate punishment to achieve this requires striking a balance between deterring others in society and inflicting the least level of harm on the offender. 145 On the other hand, specific deterrence focuses on the individual offender rather than society at large. 146 By punishing the individual, the person will be less likely to commit the harm again in the future. 147 The amount of punishment should be exactly proportionate so as to prevent the offender from repeating his offense. 148

Incapacitation is a common mode of punishment used to achieve specific deterrence. 149 By incapacitating the offender, the punishment seeks to prevent that individual from committing crime again and thus protects society from harm wrought onto it. 150 Incapacitation can be a physical constraint such as incarceration, 151 but it can also be anything that takes away the possibility of reoffending, such as an ankle monitoring bracelet, deportation, or in-car breathalyzers to start a vehicle. Since the United States system is largely incapacitative, I will not spend a great deal of time applying this sub-theory to pregnant women, as incapacitation is largely the primary means by which our system punishes all offenders.

Another utilitarian justification advocates for punishment as a tool to rehabilitate or reform the offender. 152 In this model, reforming the individual with training, skills, or psychology reduces future crime and offending. 153 Reform as punishment does not view the offender as a rational being, but as an object that will be submitted to reform techniques in order to benefit society by preventing future crime using whatever humane means possible. 154

Utilitarian justifications are wholly inconsistent with incarceration as punishment for pregnant women

Applied in this context, at first glance, general deterrence may seem well served by incarcerating pregnant offenders. Assuming that a pregnant woman is considered to have an elevated sacred status due to her carrying another future human life, the message sent through her punishment is quite strong. If the state is willing to punish the pregnant offender with incarceration, a message that can be inferred is that the state will surely

---
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punish almost anyone, as the majority of society will not be in this elevated status at any one given time. However, using the pregnant offender’s status in order to serve the principle of general deterrence raises issues. Specifically, it risks unequal enforcement in order to communicate a message to society. With general deterrence as the justification, and if an individual’s status positively impacts the level of general deterrence, this could lead to unequal enforcement and uneven targeting of people in these elevated statuses. A system that would target pregnant individuals or others where the general deterrent message is strong is simply untenable because it undermines the fundamental principle of equal enforcement under the eyes of the law.

Specific deterrence may also be undermined by new circumstances presented to the offender after becoming a mother in custody. If a pregnant inmate gives birth while in custody, she must eventually deal with the consequences from the separation from her child upon her release from confinement. Thus, incarceration would not serve as a specific deterrent if, upon release, the mother is forced to engage in further criminal conduct in order to see or provide for the child she was separated from while incarcerated. Despite not wanting to engage in the same criminal conduct that led to her incarceration initially, a newly released mother may turn to criminal acts if she lacks resources to provide for her child and herself. If not for incarceration, she would not have been separated from her child, thus incarceration created a new impediment to specifically deterring the woman from recidivating again.

Further, a utilitarian rehabilitative model is not consistent with incarcerating pregnant women because it diminishes the woman’s autonomy. Viewing an offender as a passive object to be “fixed” is an especially dangerous justification when the offender is a pregnant woman. This risks treating her as a mere vessel carrying a child subject to whatever reform the state determines most effective, undoubtedly raising serious ethical issues regarding the state’s role and control over the offender’s pregnancy. A modified rehabilitation model tailored to recognizing the pregnant offender in her role as a mother may be a justifiable alternative punishment model.

Lastly, incarcerating pregnant women in inconsistent with utilitarianism on a broader scale. The utilitarian goal of minimizing societal harm by maximizing happiness is undercut by incarcerating pregnant women because it creates an additional new societal harm by separating the incarcerated mother from her child. When a woman gives birth while incarcerated, she remains under correctional supervision to complete her
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sentence, while her baby generally does not.\textsuperscript{157} Depending upon the length of the mother’s sentence and availability of child-care outside of the correctional facility, the inmate’s child could go years without seeing her mother or enter the state foster care system. Weakened relationships due to separation are detrimental to child development and can lead to abandonment issues for life.\textsuperscript{158} Research has shown that children who have had parents arrested or witnessed their parent arrested have a 73\% increased risk of suffering symptoms related to post-traumatic stress than children who did not.\textsuperscript{159} Childhood trauma could contribute to destruction to society if the children separated from their mothers by incarceration fail to become contributing and productive members due to trauma stemming from their mothers’ incarcerations. This undermines the entire goal of utilitarian maximization of happiness by minimizing societal harm, and so incarcerating pregnant women is entirely incompatible with utilitarian justifications of punishment.

Problems with the requirement of proportionality in general with regard to pregnant incarcerated women.

Regardless of the justification, all theories of punishment support an idea of proportionality such that the punishment must fit the crime.\textsuperscript{160} For retributivists, the punishment must be sufficiently proportional to the crime itself in order to serve the offender with her just deserts.\textsuperscript{161} For utilitarianists, the punishment is sufficiently proportional if it strikes the right balance between sending a condemning message to society and the offender while inflicting the least amount of harm in order to accomplish this.\textsuperscript{162}

The universal requirement of proportionality is inherently disproportional when the offender is a pregnant woman. Despite the unique situation pregnant offenders are in, pregnancy is not taken into account when an offender is incarcerated for her crime. Incarceration for a pregnant woman comes with a heavier burden and poses additional risks than for everyone else imprisoned. When a pregnant offender and a non pregnant offender receive the same sentence for committing the same crime, that punishment is immediately and inherently less proportional for the pregnant offender than it is for the other. The failure to provide for a minimum adequate level of prenatal care can lead to medical complications
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for the mother and her baby.\textsuperscript{163} This goes far beyond the sentence for the crime she committed. It effectively serves an additional layer of punishment, and imposes a sentence not only on her, but on the gestation of her unborn child.

Moreover, female inmates are at risk of becoming pregnant while incarcerated. Some incarcerated women are raped or engage in consensual sex with prison guards resulting in pregnancy.\textsuperscript{164} When this occurs, the proportionality of her sentence to her crime is thrown out of balance. Grappling with an unexpected pregnancy can be difficult for any woman, and the heightened stress of dealing with becoming pregnant while incarcerated extends far beyond whatever proportionality her sentence bore to her initial offense.

When pregnancy is not taken into account when determining a pregnant offender’s punishment, the incarceration sentence is immediately and inherently disproportional to her crime.

\textbf{Looking Ahead}

With the two widely held and implemented theories of punishment rendered inconsistent with incarceration of pregnant women, we are left to wonder what alternatives there might be. After all, few would likely view pregnancy as a real-life get-out-of-jail-free card carte blanche. Scholars have developed some mixed theories to combat critiques of pure retributivism and utilitarianism.\textsuperscript{165}

One alternative justification is what Jean Hampton refers to as the moral education theory of punishment. Under this mixed theory, the goal of punishment is to teach the offender that the offense she committed is morally wrong.\textsuperscript{166} The offender must reflect on why the offense is morally wrong in the hopes she does not reoffend.\textsuperscript{167} In this way, a deterrent effect is baked into this method.\textsuperscript{168} A moral education theory differs from a rehabilitation utilitarianism model because moral education assumes and requires treating the offender as autonomous.\textsuperscript{169} Moreover, the punishment is directed the individual offender herself rather than being directed towards society.\textsuperscript{170} Applying this model would take a pregnant inmate’s situation into account by recognizing her as a self-determinative individual.\textsuperscript{171}
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Within the United States’ system of punishment, a pure form of the moral education theory does not exist. However, certain limited programs that allow incarcerated pregnant inmates to remain with their newborns provide a glimpse into what adopting a similar justification for punishing pregnant inmates could look like. Prison nurseries, like the one at the all-female Bedford Hills Correctional Facility in New York, allow a small number of low-level pregnant offenders to apply for the program. After giving birth, the women are not separated from their newborns but instead live together in a separate unit of the correctional facility known as the Infant Development Center. Children can live with their mothers up until they are one year old, but mothers can petition for an extension of up to 18 months old if they are close to release. The mothers sleep in the same unit together at night, contributing to a sense of camaraderie and help amongst the new mothers. And during the day, when the children are watched over in the Infant Development Center, the mothers attend daily programming including classes to obtain their GED, substance-abuse treatment and education, and career training. Not only does the program reduce the risks that separation during early childhood development poses, it also seems to be working. The recidivism rate among women who go through the nursery program is lower than that of the general prison population. By combining programs that educate the offenders while emphasizing and supporting their role as mothers, Bedford Hills deploys a variant of the moral education theory successfully and could serve as a model for other states to follow.

An alternative form of punishment to incarceration entirely could include non-custodial measures, such as home detention or a requirement to attend classes while maintaining the flexibility to be seen by normal doctors and nurture the pregnancy. Indeed, non-custodial measures are advocated for on the international level when sentencing pregnant women. However, this would require a complete overhaul of the justice system in the United States, or at least the acceptance of the unique demands required by punishing pregnant offenders.

The problems facing pregnant incarceration are extremely complex and multifaceted. Pregnancy within the criminal justice system presents myriad unique challenges including class, race, and trauma, most of which are not covered with sufficient breadth nor study here. However, this
examination primarily serves to reveal basic cracks in the foundations of the justifications underlying our system of incarceration as punishment when pregnant women are placed in that system. There are tenable arguments that the present state of mass incarceration as a whole is inconsistent with justifiable punishment, regardless of who is placed behind the bars. Yet, pregnant inmates present challenges that a carceral state designed for men is not equipped to adequately handle. Until attitudes regarding the goals of punishment shift, incarcerating pregnant women unjustifiably will continue.